GIVING STATES A STAKE IN TRAINING

TC3 provides a State Sharing Program for contributing states* that wish to load courses onto their own learning management systems (LMSs). Participating states receive the published TC3 trainings for internal state LMSs, state intranets, and other state training needs. States also receive technical support for the launch and ongoing maintenance of TC3 materials on their platforms.

Direct Access

Distributing the trainings directly to the states guarantees that participants within those states can access training and information that otherwise may not available to them.

Internal Assignment and Tracking

By hosting courses on their own LMSs, states can assign and track completed training modules as part of their own employee development and management systems.

GETTING STARTED

If your state is interested in participating, please review and fill out the “State Profile” information on the “State Sharing Program” page at tc3.transportation.org.

Points of Contact

Your state will need to designate a main point of contact as well as one to two additional backups so that we can always reach someone regarding the program.

Reporting Requirements

Participation in the TC3 State Sharing Program requires that your team provide us with quarterly participation numbers by course. Reminder emails will be sent out by the State Sharing Program coordinator to request this data each quarter.

QUESTIONS?

Contact Kevin Monaghan at kevin@econtentconsultants.com for further information about the State Sharing Program.

*Contributing states are those that financially support TC3 as an AASHTO technical service program (TSP) as part of their annual TSP contribution. Current contributors are shown on the “Financial Support” page at tc3.transportation.org.